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Standing alone- 

No voice to whisper, 

And no ear to unveil secrets of misery- 

When feeling bereft for a sensation of an 

embrace.  

 

Only mask …  

Shielding the withered face from the sorrow 

of grief 
 
 

 

Grief for the presence of passerby 

whooshing to reach home at dusk. 

And the wind bestowing  

The sound of high heels.  

Those expectant eyes reckless of measuring 

their distances  

When saying “Sorry” with a vacant smile. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Before vanishing on this silent journey  

I wore red sneakers  

And sang within me tenaciously. 

My footsteps were the only distance  

Between the forsaken shadows of my silence. 
 
 

 

I grieve-  

Grief for roaming in a room the size of 

nostalgia 

Gazing at the walls-  

Imagining the abandoned stairway.   

 

 I hear a voice yelling … 

“Do not go far  

Forget about the hollow streets,  

The workers, acquaintances, or-". 
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I ask the voice “Who are you”? 

The voice says, “I am you”, "hasten your 

farewell".  
 

 
 

"But wait! How could we be one"? 

I said to the voice with much contemplation.  

 

"I still have the key to my past  

And a mirror to envision tomorrow 

I can wear my red sneakers  

And slog over the dusted window  

To plant arts in the garden of grief".  

 

"What do you say"? I asked the voice. 
 
 

 
 

In a tick of silence  

The little bird suddenly hovered from within 

me 

And perched on my shoulders 

More tense than my hands. 
 

 

No matter how far it flies,  

Or how deeply it screams- 

we will live to tell the tale of our narratives.   
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